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I.  Introduction 1 

A. Identification of Witness 2 

Q. What is your name and business address? 3 

A. My name is Robert Garcia.  My business address is 440 S. LaSalle St., Chicago, Illinois 4 

60605. 5 

Q. By what entity and in what position are you employed? 6 

A. I am employed by ComEd in the position of Manager, Regulatory Strategies and 7 

Solutions. 8 

B. Purposes of Testimony  9 

Q. What are the purposes of your testimony? 10 

A. I describe the external allocation factors used in the embedded cost of service study 11 

(“ECOSS”) that was developed by Mr. Alan Heintz, ComEd Ex. 15.1.  Further, I explain 12 

how these factors were determined.  Finally, I address ComEd’s proposed tariff changes 13 

to the Residential Real Time Pricing Program Cost Recovery Charge and the Residential 14 

Air Conditioner Load Cycling Program Revenue Requirement Adjustment. 15 

C. Background and Qualifications 16 

Q. Mr. Garcia, what are your educational background and business experience? 17 

A. I have an Artium Baccalaureus (Bachelor of Arts) degree in Political Science and French 18 

from Wabash College (Crawfordsville, IN) and a Master of Public Administration degree 19 

from the School of Public and Environmental Affairs at Indiana University 20 

(Bloomington, IN) with concentrations in Policy (Quantitative) Analysis and 21 

International Affairs.  I also obtained a Certificat De Langue Et Civilisation Française 22 
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from the Université de Paris – Sorbonne (Paris, France) and, as part of my graduate 23 

studies, studied French and European government at the École Nationale 24 

D’Administration (Paris, France). 25 

I have been employed by ComEd since April 2001.  I began my employment with 26 

ComEd in the Regulatory Department as a Regulatory Specialist and moved on to the 27 

position of Senior Regulatory Specialist before assuming my current position in March 28 

2008. 29 

Prior to joining ComEd, I worked for nearly nine years at the Illinois Commerce 30 

Commission (“ICC” or “Commission”), beginning in 1992 as an intern in the then Office 31 

of Policy and Planning and ending in 2001 as the senior policy advisor to a 32 

commissioner.  I initially joined the Commission Staff through the James H. Dunn 33 

Memorial Fellowship program, a one-year program sponsored by the Office of the 34 

Governor.  Through this Fellowship, I also held short term positions in the Bureau of the 35 

Budget and the Governor’s Legislative Office. 36 

Q. Mr. Garcia, what are your current duties and responsibilities? 37 

A. I am responsible for managing the activities for ComEd’s Regulatory Strategies and 38 

Solutions Department.  My department is responsible for the analysis and development of 39 

strategic policy for ComEd’s distribution business and for the development of the cost of 40 

service study.  These responsibilities give me a central role in the development of many 41 

of ComEd’s new tariffs, as well as the development of new regulated proposals. 42 

Q. Mr. Garcia, have you previously testified before the Commission? 43 

A. Yes.  I have testified in support of ComEd’s petition for approval of its on-bill financing 44 

program in Docket No. 10-0091 and ComEd’s proposed tariff provisions for the purchase 45 
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of receivables with consolidated billing in Docket No. 10-0138.  I have also testified on 46 

behalf of Staff in Docket No. 94-0094, a Part 425 and Part 415 rulemaking proceeding. 47 

D. Itemized Attachments to Testimony 48 

Q. What exhibits are attached to your testimony?   49 

A. The following is a list of the exhibits attached to this testimony and a brief description of 50 

each: 51 

1. ComEd Ex. 23.1 shows how the external allocation factors used in ComEd’s 52 
ECOSS, ComEd Ex. 15.1, were determined.  There are confidential and public 53 
versions of this exhibit. 54 

2. ComEd Ex. 23.2 shows how the real time pricing program cost recovery charge in 55 
Rider RCA – Retail Customer Assessments (“Rider RCA”) was determined. 56 

II. Explanation of the Data Used to Determine the Allocation Factors Used in the 57 
Embedded Cost of Service Study 58 

Q. Did you review the discussion of the Allocation of Costs to Customer Classes in the 59 

Direct Testimony of Alan C. Heintz in ComEd Ex. 15.0 Revised and ComEd’s 60 

ECOSS in ComEd Ex. 15.1? 61 

A. Yes. 62 

Q. Are you familiar with the manner in which the ECOSS allocates costs to the various 63 

delivery classes?   64 

A. Yes.  The ECOSS allocates costs to the various delivery classes through the use of two 65 

types of allocation factors, (1) external allocation factors, which are developed separately 66 

and then used in the ECOSS, and (2) internal allocation factors, which are computed 67 

internally within the ECOSS.  See Sch. 2b of ComEd Ex. 15.1.  68 
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Q. Did ComEd provide any of the data used to prepare the allocation factors used in 69 

the ECOSS? 70 

A. Yes.  ComEd developed and provided the data used to determine the external allocation 71 

factors used in the ECOSS.  These data are identified by the allocator name listed in 72 

Schedule 2b of ComEd Ex. 15.1.  In general, the data used to determine the external 73 

allocation factors for the Illinois Electricity Distribution Tax and the Customer 74 

Information costs for the residential customers are based on energy delivered to the 75 

delivery class, the data used to develop the external allocation factors for distribution 76 

facilities related costs are based on loads, and the data used to determine the external 77 

allocation factors for customer and metering related costs are based on billing units and 78 

weighting ratios.1  In determining load data, loads provided in accordance with the 79 

provisions of Rider ZSS – Zero Standard Service are excluded because such loads are not 80 

served under the provision of standard service.   81 

The fixture-included lighting costs are allocated solely to the Fixture-Included 82 

Lighting Delivery Class.  The High Voltage ESS costs are allocated solely to the High 83 

Voltage Delivery Class and allocated to the Up to 10,000 kW and Over 10,000 kW 84 

subclasses based on the amount of plant investment identified for the two subclasses.  85 

The development of the other external allocation factors is described in this testimony.   86 

Q. What is the general manner in which external allocation factors are determined? 87 

A. External allocation factors are generally determined by taking an applicable, measurable 88 

attribute associated with a delivery class and dividing by the sum of those attributes for 89 

                                                 
1 See ComEd Ex. 23.1 for a detailed description of the determination of the external factors. 
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all the delivery classes.  Basically, it is the computation of a percentage.  The general 90 

formula to determine a factor applicable to a specific delivery class is as follows: 91 




classesallover

ClassDeliverytheforAttribute

ClassDeliverytheforAttribute
ClassDeliverytheforFactor  92 

In some instances, the Attribute for the Delivery Class is not a directly measurable 93 

quantity, and it must be developed before it can be used in the equation shown.  In those 94 

cases, weighting ratios are developed.  Weighting ratios are typically determined by 95 

taking the ratio of an average cost applicable to a delivery class to the corresponding 96 

average cost applicable to the Residential Single Family Delivery Class.  Basically, it is a 97 

comparison to a standard.  The general formula to determine a weighting ratio applicable 98 

to a specific delivery class is as follows: 99 

ClassFamilySingleesidentialRtheforCostAverage

ClasstheforCostAverage
ClasstheforRatioWeighting   100 

Because the average cost for the Residential Single Family Delivery Class is set 101 

as the standard, the weighting ratio for the Residential Single Family Delivery Class is 102 

always equal to 1.0.  For the other delivery classes, the weighting ratio is between zero 103 

and 1.0 if the average cost for the class is less than the average cost for the Residential 104 

Single Family Delivery Class.  Conversely, the weighting ratio is greater than 1.0 if the 105 

average cost for the class is more than the average cost for the Residential Single Family 106 

Delivery Class.  This ratio is then multiplied by some applicable measurable quantity for 107 

the class to obtain the attribute for the class. 108 
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1. Allocation Factors for Illinois Electricity  109 
Distribution Tax and Distribution Facilities Costs  110 

Q. What are the external factors used to allocate the Illinois Electricity Distribution 111 

Tax in the ECOSS? 112 

A. The KWH-ALL factors allocate the costs associated with the Illinois Electricity 113 

Distribution Tax in the ECOSS.  A KWH-ALL factor is the total amount of electricity, in 114 

kWh, delivered to a delivery class in 2009 under normal weather conditions divided by 115 

the sum of such electricity amounts delivered to all delivery classes in 2009.  116 

Q. What are the external factors used to allocate distribution facilities costs in the 117 

ECOSS? 118 

A. The coincident peak (“CP”) and non-coincident peak (“NCP”) based factors: CP-ALL, 119 

CP 69 kV & Below; CP<69 kV; NCP-SEC; and NCP-LINE TR factors are used to 120 

allocate distribution facilities costs.  These costs are related to the distribution function, 121 

and are associated with facilities such as distribution substations, distribution lines, and 122 

transformers.  As described further later in this testimony, the factor used depends upon 123 

which cost is being allocated.   124 

Q. What are CP-ALL factors and how are they applied in the ECOSS? 125 

A. A CP-ALL factor is a delivery class’ load, including distribution losses, in kW, that 126 

would have been the delivery class’ load at the time of ComEd’s system peak load in 127 

2009 had the weather conditions in 2009 been normal divided by the sum of such loads 128 

for all delivery classes.  The CP-ALL factors allocate the costs associated with high 129 

voltage distribution lines in the ECOSS. 130 

Q. What are CP 69 kV & Below factors and how are they applied in the ECOSS? 131 
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A. A CP 69 kV & Below factor is similar to the CP-ALL factor, except that it is the portion 132 

of a delivery class’ load including distribution losses, in kW, delivered through electric 133 

lines entering customer premises at voltages at or below 69 kV divided by the sum of 134 

such portions for all delivery classes.  The CP 69 kV & Below factors allocate the costs 135 

associated with high voltage distribution substations in the ECOSS. 136 

Q. What are CP<69 kV factors and how are they applied in the ECOSS? 137 

A. A CP<69 kV factor is also similar to the CP-ALL factor, except that it is the portion of a 138 

delivery class’ load including distribution losses, in kW, delivered through electric lines 139 

entering customer premises at voltages below 69 kV divided by the sum of such portions 140 

for all delivery classes.  Pursuant to the Rate Design Investigation Order, CP<69 kV 141 

factors allocate the costs associated with distribution substations and primary distribution 142 

lines in the ECOSS.  143 

Q. What are NCP-SEC factors and how are they applied in the ECOSS? 144 

A. A NCP-SEC factor is the portion of the maximum load of a delivery class including 145 

distribution losses under normal weather conditions, in kW, delivered through ComEd’s 146 

secondary distribution system divided by the sum of such portions for all delivery classes.  147 

The NCP-SEC factors allocate the costs associated with secondary distribution lines in 148 

the ECOSS.   149 

Q. What are NCP-LINE TR factors and how are they applied in the ECOSS? 150 

A. A NCP-LINE TR factor is the portion of the maximum load of a delivery class including 151 

distribution losses under normal weather conditions, in kW, delivered through electric 152 

lines entering customer premises below 69 kV divided by the sum of such portions for all 153 

delivery classes, excluding the Railroad Delivery Class (which has a NCP-LINE TR 154 
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factor of zero).  The NCP-LINE TR factors allocate the costs associated with line 155 

transformers in the ECOSS.   156 

Q. Did the 2009 CPs and NCPs for the delivery classes have to be adjusted to be 157 

reflective of normal weather conditions so they could be used in the factors you 158 

described? 159 

A. Yes.  ComEd needed to adjust the 2009 CPs and NCPs of the delivery classes to be 160 

reflective of loads in a year with normal weather conditions because the weather 161 

conditions in 2009 were cooler than normal.  To begin the process of adjusting the 2009 162 

CPs and NCPs, ComEd identified the most recent hour during which it experienced a 163 

system peak load in a year with normal weather conditions.  That hour occurred on July 164 

17, 2006, between 4 p.m. and 5 p.m.  Next, to provide for corresponding data from 2009, 165 

ComEd identified the date in 2009 on which it set a system peak for the 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. 166 

hour.  That date was June 23, 2009. 167 

For each delivery class with loads that are not sensitive to weather, ComEd 168 

identified the class’ 2009 CP as the load that was actually experienced by the class on 169 

June 23, 2009, between 4 p.m. and 5 p.m.  No other adjustments were made to develop 170 

the CPs for these classes.  Delivery classes with loads that are not sensitive to weather 171 

include the Extra Large Load, High Voltage, Railroad, Fixture-Included Lighting, Dusk 172 

to Dawn Lighting, and General Lighting delivery classes.   173 

As a first step in making the adjustments to the 2009 CPs for delivery classes with 174 

weather sensitive loads, ComEd identified its most recent normal weather peak load, 175 

21,687,840 kW, which occurred on July 17, 2006, between 4 p.m. and 5 p.m.  ComEd 176 

used that peak load as its adjusted 2009 peak load.  ComEd then identified the portion of 177 
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that peak load attributable to residential customers (9,799,256 kW or 45.2%) and the 178 

portion of that peak load attributable to the remaining customers (11,888,583 kW or 179 

54.8%).   180 

For the second step in making the adjustments for these classes, ComEd identified 181 

the relative portions of the residential load at the time of its 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. system peak 182 

on June 23, 2009.  Of the load attributable to residential customers during that hour on 183 

June 23, 2009, approximately 81.78% was attributable to single family customers, while 184 

the remaining 18.22% was attributable to multi-family customers.  These percentages 185 

were then applied to the adjusted 9,799,256 kW attributable to all residential customers to 186 

obtain the adjusted 2009 CPs for the two residential delivery classes (8,013,456 kW for 187 

single family and 1,785,800 kW for multi-family). 188 

For the third step in making the adjustments for these classes, ComEd subtracted 189 

the sum of the 2009 adjusted CPs for the delivery classes with loads that are not sensitive 190 

to weather (1,345,542 kW) from the adjusted 11,888,583 kW attributable to ComEd’s 191 

nonresidential and lighting delivery classes in order to determine the adjusted load 192 

attributable to nonresidential delivery classes with weather sensitive load.  Then ComEd 193 

computed the adjusted CPs for these weather sensitive nonresidential delivery classes 194 

employing the same procedure used for the residential classes described previously.  195 

A similar methodology was used to develop 2009 NCPs for each delivery class.  196 

Q. Why are weather normalized CPs and NCPs appropriate to use in the ECOSS? 197 

A. CPs and NCPs are used in the ECOSS to allocate costs among delivery classes for the 198 

ultimate purpose of designing rates expected to be in effect for potentially several years.  199 

Therefore, the CPs and NCPs should be reflective of peak loads that would be expected 200 
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to occur during a year with normal weather conditions in order to be as representative as 201 

possible of what is expected to occur during the period over which rates are anticipated to 202 

be in effect. 203 

2. Allocation Factors for Customer and Metering Services Costs 204 

Q. What are the external factors used to allocate customer and metering services costs 205 

in the ECOSS? 206 

A. The WEIGHTED SERVICES, METER FACTORS, METER READING, METER 207 

O&M, CUST-AVG-ACCTS, BILLING-ACCT, CUST-INFO, and CUST-INSTALL are 208 

the external factors used to allocate customer and metering services costs.  Customer and 209 

metering services costs are customer services related costs ComEd incurs that are 210 

associated with service connections, customer installations, meters, meter reading, meter 211 

operation and maintenance, billing computation and data management, issuing and 212 

processing bills, and customer information.  As described further later in this testimony, 213 

the factor used depends upon which cost is being allocated. 214 

Q. How are WEIGHTED SERVICES factors applied in the ECOSS? 215 

A. WEIGHTED SERVICES factors allocate the investment costs associated with service 216 

connections, colloquially referred to as service drops, current transformers (“CTs”) and 217 

potential transformers (“PTs”). 218 

Q. How were WEIGHTED SERVICES factors determined? 219 

A. In order to determine the WEIGHTED SERVICES factors, ComEd first computed an 220 

annual average investment cost of a service connection for each delivery class.  In 221 

making this computation, ComEd considered the (a) type and size of the connection 222 
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facilities, including any wire or cable, CTs, and PTs needed for a typical customer in the 223 

class, (b) appropriate weighting for underground and overhead connections, (c) 224 

applicable labor costs, and (d) average number of customers per connection.  In 225 

computing the annual average service connection cost for each lighting class, ComEd did 226 

not include any cost for service connection wire because lighting customers must extend 227 

their cable or wire to ComEd’s secondary distribution system at which point ComEd 228 

makes the physical service connection.   229 

ComEd then developed a service connection weighting ratio for each delivery 230 

class based on the annual average investment cost for the class.  In accordance with the 231 

general equation previously shown, the service connection weighting ratio is simply the 232 

ratio of the annual average investment cost for the class to the annual average investment 233 

cost for the Residential Single Family Delivery Class.  For example in this case, the 234 

annual average investment cost for the Large Load Delivery Class is $169.35, while the 235 

corresponding annual average investment cost for the Residential Single Family Delivery 236 

Class is $105.88.  Therefore, the weighting ratio for the Large Load Delivery Class 237 

equals 1.599 ($169.35/$105.88).   238 

For each delivery class, the service connection weighting ratio was then 239 

multiplied by the number of service connections in the class to obtain the service 240 

connection attribute for the class.  Finally, the service connection attribute for each 241 

delivery class was divided by the sum of the service connection attributes for all delivery 242 

classes to obtain the WEIGHTED SERVICE factor for the delivery class. 243 

Q. How are METER FACTORS applied in the ECOSS? 244 
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A. METER FACTORS allocate investment costs associated with standard meter facilities, 245 

excluding the meter costs and related depreciation expenses related to the Advanced 246 

Metering Infrastructure (“AMI”) pilot program approved in Docket No. 09-0263, which 247 

were separately identified and allocated as described in a later part of this testimony. 248 

Q. How were METER FACTORS determined? 249 

A. ComEd determined the METER FACTORS using a methodology similar to the one 250 

employed to determine the WEIGHTED SERVICES factors.  ComEd first determined an 251 

annual average investment cost of standard meters for each delivery class in its 252 

determination of meter rentals.  These annual average investment costs were then used to 253 

compute a standard meter weighting ratio in a manner identical to that described for 254 

service connections.  For each delivery class, the standard meter weighting ratio was then 255 

multiplied by the number of customers with meters in the class to obtain a standard meter 256 

cost attribute for the class.  Finally, the standard meter cost attribute for each delivery 257 

class was divided by the sum of the standard meter cost attributes for all delivery classes 258 

to obtain the METER FACTOR for the delivery class. 259 

Q. Did ComEd include the meters installed as part of the Advanced Metering 260 

Infrastructure (“AMI”) pilot program in the determination of the METER 261 

FACTORS? 262 

A. No.  263 

Q. How are METER READING factors applied in the ECOSS? 264 

A. METER READING factors allocate costs associated with the monthly meter reading of 265 

meter-related facilities for a one year period. 266 
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Q. How were METER READING factors determined? 267 

A. ComEd determined the METER READING factors using a methodology similar to the 268 

one employed to determine the WEIGHTED SERVICES factors.  First, ComEd 269 

identified the annual average cost to perform monthly readings of standard meters for 270 

each delivery class for a one year period.  These annual average meter reading costs were 271 

then used to compute meter reading weighting ratios in a manner identical to that 272 

described for service connections.  For each delivery class, the meter reading weighting 273 

ratio was then multiplied by the number of customers with meters in the class to obtain a 274 

meter reading cost attribute for the class.  Finally, the meter reading cost attribute for the 275 

class was divided by the sum of the metering reading cost attributes for all delivery 276 

classes to obtain the METER READING factor for the delivery class. 277 

Q. How are METER O&M factors applied in the ECOSS? 278 

A. METER O&M factors allocate the costs associated with operating, testing, exchanging, 279 

and maintaining standard meters for a one year period. 280 

Q. How were METER O&M factors determined? 281 

A. ComEd determined the METER O&M factors using a methodology similar to the one 282 

employed to determine the WEIGHTED SERVICES factors except that ComEd 283 

separated the meter O&M costs by residential and nonresidential first, based on an 284 

analysis of completed metering services jobs identified as residential and nonresidential.  285 

From this analysis, 37% of meter O&M costs were designated as residential costs and 286 

63% were designated as nonresidential costs.  ComEd then assigned the residential 287 

portion of the meter O&M costs to each residential delivery class based on the annual 288 

average cost to perform O&M of standard meters for each such residential delivery class 289 
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and the nonresidential portion of the meter O&M costs to each nonresidential delivery 290 

class based on the annual average cost to perform O&M of standard meters for each such 291 

nonresidential delivery class.  These annual average meter O&M cost assignments were 292 

then used to compute meter O&M weighting ratios in a manner identical to that described 293 

for service connections.  For each delivery class, the meter O&M weighting ratio was 294 

then multiplied by the number of customers with meters in the class to obtain a meter 295 

O&M cost attribute for the class.  Finally, the meter O&M cost attribute for each delivery 296 

class was divided by the sum of the meter O&M cost attributes for all delivery classes to 297 

obtain the METER O&M factor for the delivery class. 298 

Q. What are CUST-AVG-ACCTS factors and NUMBER OF BILLS factors and how 299 

are they applied in the ECOSS? 300 

A. A CUST-AVG-ACCTS factor is the total number of customers in a delivery class during 301 

2009 divided by the total number of customers in all delivery classes during 2009.  For 302 

each delivery class, the number of customers is multiplied by 12 to derive the NUMBER 303 

OF BILLS factor.  The NUMBER OF BILLS factors are used to allocate the costs related 304 

to printing bills, mailing bills, and collecting bill payments. 305 

Q. How are BILLING-ACCT factors applied in the ECOSS? 306 

A. BILLING-ACCT factors are used in the ECOSS to allocate costs associated with billing, 307 

billing computations, and data and account management for a one year period. 308 

Q. How were BILLING-ACCT factors determined? 309 

A. ComEd determined the BILLING-ACCT factors using a methodology similar to the one 310 

employed to determine the WEIGHTED SERVICES factors.  First, ComEd reviewed 311 
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annual average costs associated with billing and account management.  Then, as 312 

appropriate, ComEd allocated costs attributable to the Large Customer Solutions and 313 

System Billing departments to each delivery class based on the time employees in those 314 

departments spend to provide services to customers in each delivery class.  Other costs 315 

associated with billing and account management were allocated to each delivery class 316 

based on the number of customers in the delivery class.  These costs were then used to 317 

compute billing and account management weighting ratios in a manner identical to that 318 

described for service connections.  For each delivery class, the billing and account 319 

management weighting ratio was then multiplied by the number of customers in the class 320 

to obtain a billing and account management cost attribute for the class.  Finally, the 321 

billing and account management cost attribute for each delivery class was divided by the 322 

sum of the billing and account management cost attributes for all delivery classes to 323 

obtain the BILLING-ACCT factor for the delivery class. 324 

Q. How are CUST-INFO factors applied in the ECOSS? 325 

A. CUST-INFO factors allocate the costs associated with Customer Assistance Expenses 326 

recorded in Account 908 and Informational and Instructional Expenses recorded in 327 

Account 909 for 2009. 328 

Q. How were CUST-INFO factors determined? 329 

A. ComEd determined the CUST-INFO factors by first determining what portions of the 330 

subject costs were applicable to residential, nonresidential, or all customers.  ComEd then 331 

assigned the costs applicable to all customers to the residential and nonresidential 332 

delivery classes based on the total numbers of residential and nonresidential customers in 333 

the classes in 2009.  Costs applicable to residential customers were allocated to each 334 
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residential delivery class based on its 2009 test year delivered kWhs, and costs applicable 335 

to nonresidential customers were allocated to each nonresidential delivery class based on 336 

the number of customers in the delivery class in 2009.  Finally, the resulting cost 337 

assignment to each delivery class was divided by the sum of the cost assignments for all 338 

delivery classes to obtain the CUST-INFO factor for each delivery class. 339 

Q. How are CUST-INSTALL factors applied in the ECOSS? 340 

A. CUST-INSTALL factors allocate costs associated with Customer Installations Expenses 341 

recorded in Account 587 – Customer Installations Expenses for 2009, excluding the 342 

portion identified as metering service costs.  These costs include the costs of investigating 343 

customer complaints (non-storm related outages), investigating unmetered current 344 

conditions, and addressing requests from customers for temporary services, relocation of 345 

facilities, and/or revision of current services. 346 

Q. How were CUST-INSTALL factors determined? 347 

A. ComEd determined the CUST-INSTALL factors by first determining what portions of 348 

the subject costs were applicable to residential and what portion was applicable to the 349 

remaining customers.  Next, ComEd then assigned the costs applicable to residential 350 

customers to the residential delivery classes based on the numbers of customers in the 351 

residential classes in 2009; similarly, costs applicable to the remaining customers were 352 

assigned to the remaining delivery classes based on the numbers of customers in those 353 

classes in 2009.  Using those cost assignments, ComEd then determined an annual 354 

average cost for a typical customer in each delivery class.  These annual average costs 355 

were then used to develop customer installations weighting ratios for each delivery class 356 

in a manner identical to that described for service connections.  For each delivery class, 357 
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the customer installations weighting ratio was then multiplied by the number of 358 

customers in the class to obtain the customer installations attribute for the class.  Finally, 359 

the customer installations attribute for each delivery class was divided by the sum of the 360 

customer installations attributes for all delivery classes to obtain the CUST-INSTALL for 361 

the delivery class. 362 

Q. How do customer and metering services costs attributable to residential customers 363 

compare to customer and metering services costs attributable to nonresidential 364 

customers as a result of ComEd’s allocations? 365 

A. Table D1:  Customer and Metering Service Cost Allocations provides a comparison of 366 

how customer and metering services costs were assigned to residential and nonresidential 367 

customers.  368 

Table D1:  Customer and Metering Service Cost Allocations 
Cost Residential Portion Nonresidential Portion 

Service Connections (Drops) and CTs/PTs 92% 8% 
Meter Facilities 82% 18% 
Meter Reading 86% 14% 
Meter O&M 37% 63% 
Customer Installations 76% 24% 
Billing and Data Management 83% 17% 
Bill Issue & Processing 90% 10% 
Customer Information 55% 45% 

 369 
In contrast, the residential and nonresidential shares of the number of customers 370 

are 90% and 10%, respectively. 371 

3. Allocation Factors for the Costs of Railroad,  372 
Dusk to Dawn Lighting Secondary, and  373 
Dusk to Dawn Services Adjustments 374 

Q. What are the external factors used to allocate the Railroad, Dusk to Dawn Lighting 375 

Secondary, and Dusk to Dawn Services adjustments in the ECOSS? 376 
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A. The CP<69 FOR RR; NCP<SEC FOR DDL; AND SERVICES FOR DDL external 377 

factors are used in the ECOSS to allocate these cost adjustments.  As described further 378 

later, the factor used depends upon the cost being allocated for the adjustment.   379 

Q. How were the CP<69 FOR RR factors determined and how are they applied in the 380 

ECOSS? 381 

A. The CP<69 FOR RR factors were determined in exactly the same way as the CP<69 kV 382 

factors, except with a zero kW value assigned to the Railroad Delivery Class.  These 383 

factors allocate the cost adjustment associated with the use of railroad facilities by 384 

ComEd in serving other customers based upon the technical analysis ComEd performed 385 

in collaboration with the railroads as directed by the Commission.2   386 

Q. How were the NCP<SEC FOR DDL factors determined and how are they applied in 387 

the ECOSS? 388 

A. The NCP<SEC FOR DDL factors were determined in exactly the same way as the NCP-389 

SEC factors, except with a zero kW value assigned to the Dusk to Dawn Lighting 390 

Delivery Class.  These factors allocate the dusk to dawn lighting secondary cost 391 

adjustment to other delivery classes.  The dusk to dawn lighting secondary cost 392 

adjustment is the difference between (a) the secondary distribution line costs incurred by 393 

ComEd related to the Chicago non-alley lighting determined from ComEd’s ECOSS and 394 

(b) such costs determined using the Chicago Method as directed by the Commission.3  395 

                                                 
2 Docket No. 07-0566, Order at 220 (Sept. 10, 2008); Also, see ComEd Ex. 16.4 attached to the 

direct testimony of Mr. Alongi for a copy of summary report of the analysis and results. 
3 Docket No. 08-0532, Order at 84 (April. 21, 2010). 
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Please see the direct testimony of Mr. Alongi, ComEd Ex. 16.0 Revised, for the 396 

description of the Chicago Method. 397 

Q. How were the SERVICES FOR DDL determined and how are they applied in the 398 

ECOSS? 399 

A. The SERVICES FOR DDL factors were determined exactly the same way as the 400 

WEIGHTED SERVICES factors, except with a zero assigned to the Dusk to Dawn 401 

Lighting Delivery Class.  These factors allocate the dusk to dawn lighting service 402 

connection cost adjustment to other delivery classes.  The dusk to dawn lighting service 403 

connection cost adjustment is the difference between (a) the service connection costs 404 

ComEd incurs related to the Chicago non-alley lighting determined from ComEd’s 405 

ECOSS and (b) such costs determined from the Chicago Method as directed by the 406 

Commission.4  407 

4. Allocation Factors for AMI Pilot Program Costs 408 

Q. What AMI Pilot Program Costs are allocated in the ECOSS? 409 

A. The AMI Pilot Program Costs allocated in the ECOSS include the proforma adjustments 410 

related to AMI Pilot Program shown in Schedules B-10, B-2.2, and B-2.10 attached to the 411 

direct testimony of Ms. Houtsma (ComEd Ex. 6.0 Revised), as well as the AMI meter 412 

costs recorded as plant in service and depreciation expense on plant in service as of 413 

December 31, 2009, for a total of about $44.3 million in rate base and $6.5 million in 414 

expenses.  These AMI Pilot Program Costs were allocated to delivery classes based on 415 

the AMI PILOT METER COSTS factor. 416 

                                                 
4 Docket No. 08-0532, Order at 84 (April 21, 2010). 
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Q. How were the AMI PILOT METER COSTS factors determined? 417 

A. ComEd determined the AMI PILOT METER COSTS factor for each delivery class by 418 

first determining the total purchase costs of AMI meters installed at the premises of 419 

customers in each delivery class and then dividing this total amount for the class by the 420 

sum of the total amounts for all the delivery classes. 421 

III. Residential Real Time Pricing Program Cost Recovery Charge 422 

Q. Why is ComEd proposing to revise the RRTP Program Cost Recovery Charge? 423 

A. The RRTP Program Cost Recovery Charge of $0.14 per month applicable to all 424 

residential customers was approved for recovery by the Commission in Docket No. 06-425 

0617.  Actual costs and participant levels have changed since then; therefore, ComEd 426 

proposes to revise the charge.  In addition, ComEd is proposing to eliminate the $2.25 427 

monthly participation fee applicable to the first 110,000 customers as currently described 428 

in Rider ML.  429 

Q. What are the costs ComEd incurs and proposes to recover under the RRTP 430 

Program Recovery Charge? 431 

A. ComEd Ex. 23.2 shows the various costs associated with the offering of the RRTP 432 

Program.  These costs include the costs of providing bill inserts to residential customers 433 

twice each year to explain the RRTP Program, the program administrator fees, the 434 

supplemental program administrator fees, and other fees paid for surveys and support for 435 

various promotional, analytical, operational and technical activities related to the 436 

program. 437 
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Q. Why is ComEd proposing to eliminate the $2.25 monthly participation fee 438 

applicable to the first 110,000 customers as described in Rider ML? 439 

A. A residential customer that elects to participate in the RRTP Program must take service 440 

under Rate BESH and have an interval data recording (“IDR”) meter installed instead of 441 

a watt-hour meter, which is normally installed at the residential premises.  As part of the 442 

meter lease proposal discussed in ComEd Ex. 16.0 Revised, the direct testimony of Mr. 443 

Alongi, ComEd is proposing to change the standard meter for a residential customer 444 

taking service under Rate BESH to an IDR meter instead of a watt-hour meter.  Such 445 

costs for the proposed standard IDR meter and the associated meter exchange costs 446 

would be recovered under the applicable standard metering service charge, eliminating 447 

such meter lease and meter exchange costs in the RRTP Program Costs and eliminating 448 

the need for the monthly participation fee.   449 

IV. Residential Air Conditioner Load Cycling Program Revenue Requirement 450 
Adjustment 451 

Q. What is Rider AC? 452 

A. Among other things, Rider AC - Residential Air Conditioner Load Cycling Program 453 

(“Rider AC”) provides the mechanism under which ComEd compensates residential 454 

customers for reducing load by permitting ComEd to install direct load control (“DLC”) 455 

devices that cycle customers’ central air conditioning compressors.   456 

Q. How many customers take service under Rider AC? 457 

A. As of June 1, 2009, approximately 66,000 residential customers were taking service 458 

under Rider AC, which translates into 68 MW of demand response from this customer 459 

group.  Of these participating customers, about 57,000 have been in the program since 460 
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before June 1, 2008.  The remaining 9,000 customers have been in the program beginning 461 

on or after June 1, 2008 and are reported as participants in the Energy Efficiency and 462 

Demand Response Measures under the provisions of Rider EDA – Energy Efficiency and 463 

Demand Response Adjustment (“Rider EDA”), which first became effective on March 4, 464 

2008.  These two groups of customers are referred to as Non-EDA AC cycle customers 465 

and EDA AC cycle customers, respectively. 466 

Q. Is the current capacity payment from PJM Interconnection LLC (“PJM”) sufficient 467 

to cover the cost of the compensation payments to participating customer at current 468 

levels of $5 or $10 per month during the summer billing period set forth in Rider 469 

AC5?  470 

A. Yes.  ComEd received about $2.5 million in capacity payments from PJM for the AC 471 

Cycling demand response resource for 2009.  Of this amount, about $2.3 million was for 472 

the demand resource provided by the Non-EDA AC cycle customers and the rest was for 473 

the demand resource provided by the EDA AC cycle customers.  ComEd provided about 474 

$2 million in bill credits to participating customers during 2009.  Of this amount, about 475 

$1.6 million was provided to the Non-EDA AC cycle customers and the rest was 476 

provided to the EDA AC cycle customers. 477 

Q. Because the capacity payments received from PJM were higher than the 478 

compensation payments provided to participating customers during 2009, does 479 

ComEd propose to change the compensation level under Rider AC? 480 

                                                 
5 The $5 per month credit is provided to customers choosing the AC Compressor Cycling Option 

and the $10 per month credit is for customers choosing the AC Compressor Interruption Option. 
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A. No.  ComEd is proposing that the compensation provided to participating customers 481 

under Rider AC remain the same as it is today.  Instead, ComEd is proposing a 482 

ratemaking adjustment to reduce the Illinois jurisdictional revenue requirement by 483 

approximately $700,000, which is the difference of the $2.3 million capacity payment 484 

received from PJM for demand resources provided by Non-EDA AC cycle customers in 485 

2009 and the $1.6 million in bill credits provided to Non-EDA AC cycle customers in 486 

2009.6 487 

The PJM capacity price for the ComEd Zone, which is the basis for the 488 

determination of capacity payments from PJM for the AC Cycling demand response 489 

resource, fluctuates from year to year and the magnitude of the fluctuation can be 490 

significant.  Based on the information available from PJM, the expected capacity price 491 

for the ComEd Zone varies from about $183 per MW-day for the 2010-2011 delivery 492 

year to about $110 per MW-day for the 2011-2012 delivery year to about $16 per MW-493 

day, for the 2012-2013 delivery year.  If the compensation levels under Rider AC 494 

fluctuate from year to year based on capacity prices as a general policy, participating 495 

customers may begin to switch on and off Rider AC.  Unlike ComEd’s other curtailment 496 

programs, ComEd must physically install a DLC device at the customer’s premises.  497 

Consequently, significant levels of customers switching on and off the rider would be 498 

burdensome and costly.  Furthermore, reflecting the revenues in excess of the customer 499 

compensation payments in the revenue requirement help defray some of the Rider AC 500 

                                                 
6 The difference between the capacity payment received from PJM for demand resource provided 

by EDA AC cycle customers and the compensation payments to EDA AC cycle customers is reconciled in 
accordance with the provisions of Rider EDA. 
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program costs.  Therefore, it is reasonable and appropriate to retain the current 501 

compensation levels.  502 

V. Conclusion 503 

Q. Does this complete your testimony? 504 

A. Yes. 505 


